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LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS WITH FEW
ORBITS UNDER AUTOMORPHISMS

MARKUS STROPPEL

Abstract. The number of orbits under the group of all topo-
logical automorphisms was introduced as a new cardinal in-
variant for topological groups. For locally compact groups,
the impact of bounds for this number is investigated.

Compact groups with finitely many orbits under automor-
phisms are pro-finite groups with an open solvable character-
istic subgroup; detailed information is obtained for the case
of at most 4 orbits. Connected locally compact groups with
countably many orbits are simply connected nilpotent Lie
groups. Abelian locally compact groups with finitely many
orbits under automorphisms are understood quite well.

Several open problems are formulated.

This paper presents an overview of the results obtained in [18], [19],
[20], [21], and [24]. New results are contained in 8.3, 8.4, 4.5, 3.8,
and 6.3. We take the opportunity to add a few extensions, and
include a list of open problems at the end.

1. Basics

For a topological group G, we denote by ω (G) the number of
orbits under the group Aut(G) of all (topological) automorphisms
of G. More generally, we write ω (A) for the number of orbits
under Aut(A), for any (topological) algebraic structure A.
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The class of locally compact groups G with ω (G) ≤ 2 (so called
homogeneous groups, see [19]) of course contains the additive groups
of topological vector spaces of finite dimension over a local field.
Conversely, these groups were characterized by mild (and natu-
ral) additional topological hypotheses inside this class, see 2.9 be-
low. However, there also are locally compact abelian homogeneous
groups that do not allow any continuous multiplication by scalars
from any field: the divisible hulls of powers of the p-adic integers,
see 2.6 and 2.7 below.

Notation 1.1. As a rule, mappings will be applied from the right,
and written as exponentiation: thus the composition αβ means x 7→
xαβ = (xα)β. Linear maps will also be written as juxtaposition:
v 7→ vλ, reminding of multiplication of (row) vectors by matrices.

The cartesian product of a family (Gi)i∈I of topological groups
is denoted by Xi∈I Gi; as a rule, this group will be endowed with
the product topology. If Gi = G for each i ∈ I, we will write
GI := Xi∈I Gi, and G(I) for the set of all elements of finite support
in GI . If two normal subgroups A and B of a topological group
G generate G and intersect trivially, there is a continuous bijec-
tive group homomorphism ϕ : A × B → G : (a, b) 7→ ab. If this
homomorphism is also a homeomorphism, we write G = A⊕B.

The cyclic group (or ring) with n elements will be denoted by
Z(n) = Z/nZ, and Fq is the field with q elements.

For each group G (written multiplicatively) and each
g ∈ G, we have the order ord (g) := inf

{
n ∈ N | n > 0, gn = 1

}
.

The invariant ω (G) clearly depends on the size of the sets
Ord (G) :=

{
ord (g) | g ∈ G

}
⊆ N ∪ {∞} of all orders of elements

of G, and the set pord (G) := Ord (G)∩P, where P denotes the set
of all prime numbers. If there is a prime p such that Ord (G) ⊆{
pn | n ∈ N

}
then G is called a p-group. We say that G has finite

exponent (or that G is bounded) if Ord (G) is bounded; then the
exponent of G is the least common multiple of Ord (G). If G has
exponent n, then gn = 1 for each g ∈ G.

The subset consisting of all elements of finite order in G is
denoted by Tor (G). A group G is called a torsion group if G =
Tor (G).
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Let G be a p-group. Given g ∈ G, the greatest integer m for
which g = xp

m
is solvable with x ∈ G, is called the height ht(g) of g

inG. If g = xp
m

is solvable whateverm is, we say that g is of infinite
height in G, and we write ht(g) = ∞. For a ∈ Z(pk)(d)

r {0} we
have ord (a) = pk−ht(a). The invariants order and height control the
existence of homomorphisms between bounded abelian p-groups,
see 8.3 below.

A subset of a group G is called characteristic if it is invariant
under Aut(G), that is, if it is the union of a collection of orbits
under Aut(G). The following subgroups are characteristic.

For any group G, let d(G) denote the commutator group. If
G is a topological group, put D(G) := d(G). Then dn+1(G) :=
d(dn(G)) yields the usual derived series for G, and Dn+1(G) :=
D(Dn(G)) gives a sequence of closed characteristic subgroups of G,
with solvable quotients G/Dn(G). Note that Dn(G) = dn(G): thus
a Hausdorff group is solvable of derived length at most n (that is,
dn(G) = {1}) exactly if Dn(G) = {1}.

If A is a locally compact abelian Hausdorff group (LCA group
for short), we denote its Pontryagin dual by Â. Additive notation
will be used for abelian groups.

Let A be an LCA group. The union Comp (A) of all compact
subgroups is a closed characteristic subgroup of A because it is the
annihilator of the connected component of Â, compare [6] 24.17.
If A possesses an open compact subgroup (in particular, if A is
totally disconnected) then Comp (A) is open. Of course, we have
Tor (A) ≤ Comp (A).

By a “vector subgroup” of A we mean a subgroup isomorphic (as
a topological group) to Rn for some suitable natural number n. It
is known (see, for instance, [6] 24.29) that every LCA group A pos-
sesses at least one maximal vector subgroup V , and that A splits as
a direct product A = V ⊕B; here B is the annihilator of a maximal
vector subgroup of Â. Moreover, the connected component A0 of
A splits as A0 = V ⊕M , where M := A0 ∩Comp (A) = Comp (A0)
is a compact connected group.
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Lemma 1.2 ([24] 3.1–3.3). Let G be a topological group.
1. For each characteristic subgroup H of G one has the inequal-

ity ω (G) ≥ ω (H) + ω (G/H)− 1.
2. Let G = H1 > · · · > Hn be a descending series of character-

istic subgroups Hj of G. Then
ω (G) ≥ ω (Hn) +

∑n−1
j=1 (ω (Hj/Hj+1)− 1).

3. Assume that there exist characteristic subgroups C and D
of G such that CD = G and C ∩ D = {1}. Then ω (G) ≥
ω (C) · ω (D).

In general, one cannot expect equality in 1.2.3, since automor-
phisms of C or of D need not extend to automorphisms of G.
However, one has ω (C ⊕D) = ω (C) · ω (D) if C and D are char-
acteristic.

Corollary 1.3. Let G be a solvable topological group with
ω (G) <∞.

1. The derived length of G is at most ω (G) − 1, and equality
implies dn(G) = Dn(G) for each positive integer n.

2. If G is nilpotent then its nilpotency class is bounded by
ω (G)− 1.

3. If ω (G) ≤ 3 and the center of G is not trivial then G is
nilpotent of class at most 2.

Of course, we have ω (G) ≥ |Ord (G) | for every group G. If a
divisible group G contains a nontrivial element of finite order, then
ω (G) is infinite [24] 3.9.

Endowed with the discrete topology, the group T := R/Z is iso-
morphic to the direct product of its torsion group Q/Z and a vector
space V of dimension 2ℵ0 over Q. Thus ω (Q/Z× V ) = ℵ0. With-
out using the topology on T, this yields that ω (G) is infinite for
each group G that allows a nontrivial homomorphism from T to G.

This bound can be improved considerably if the usual (compact)
topology is used on T. The existence of a nontrivial continuous
homomorphism from T (or even any compact connected group)
into a topological group G has quite strong consequences for ω (G),
see 5.1 below.

Lemma 1.4 ([24] 3.11). Let (Gj)j∈J be a family of topological
groups, and endow Xj∈J Gj with the product topology. Then
ω (Xj∈J Gj) ≤

∏
j∈J ω (Gj).
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The upper bound in 1.4 is attained if the family consists of
pairwise non-isomorphic, simple groups: in this case, each of the
factors is characteristic in the product. In other cases, however,
ω (Xj∈J Gj) may be much smaller. For instance, the vector space
Z(p)c satisfies ω (Z(p)c) = 2 for each cardinal number c > 0, see 2.1.
Using an isomorphism from the lattice of subsets of I onto the
lattice of closed normal subgroups of a cartesian product of non-
abelian simple groups, one proves:

Theorem 1.5 ([24] 3.14). Assume that (Gi)i∈I is a family of non-
abelian simple groups. Then ω (Xi∈I Gi) is at least the cardinality
of the set of cardinal numbers

{
c | c ≤ |I|

}
.

Thus ω (Xi∈I Gi) is infinite if |I| is infinite. Under finiteness
assumptions, much stronger bounds can be proved, see 1.6 and 1.7
in combination with 4.5, for instance.

Proposition 1.6 ([24] 3.15). Consider a family (Gi)i∈I of non-
abelian simple topological groups, and endow P := Xi∈I Gi with the
product topology. Let R be a set of representatives for the isomor-
phism types of elements of

{
Gi | i ∈ I

}
. For each R ∈ R, we put

SR :=
{
i ∈ I | Gi ∼= R

}
, and embed CR := Xi∈SR Gi as a subgroup

of P . Then the following hold:

1. For each R ∈ R, the subgroup CR is closed and character-
istic in P . The product topologies on P and on XR∈RCR
coincide.

2. We have Aut(P ) = XR∈RAut(CR).
3. For each R ∈ R, the group Aut(CR) is isomorphic to the

(complete) wreath product Aut(R) o Sym(SR).
4. We have ω (P ) =

∏
R∈R ω

(
RSR

)
.

The determination of ω (P ) is thus reduced to the next observa-
tion, due to Martin Schwachhöfer.

Proposition 1.7 ([24] 3.17). Let G be a non-abelian simple group
such that ω (G) = k, and let n be a natural number. Then ω (Gn) =(
n+k−1
k−1

)
.
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2. Examples and Characterizations in LCA

Theorem 2.1 ([19] 4.4). Let p be a prime, and let c, d be arbitrary
cardinals. Endow the group Z(p)c with the (compact) product topol-
ogy, and endow Z(p)(d) with the discrete topology. The product of
these topologies makes Z(p)c × Z(p)(d) a locally compact group G
with ω (G) ≤ 2.

Every LCA group A with pA = {0} is of the form Z(p)c×Z(p)(d).
Thus the torsion groups among the homogeneous LCA groups are
exactly the vector spaces over finite fields.

Examples 2.2 ([24] 2.7). Let p be a prime, let n be a natu-
ral number, and let c, d be arbitrary nonzero cardinals. Then
ω
(
Z(pn)(d)

)
= n+ 1 = ω (Z(pn)c).

The orbits under the automorphism group of a (discrete) abelian
group without elements of infinite height are parameterized by the
Ulm invariants, see [11], Theorem 24 in Chapter 18. For arbitrary
bounded abelian groups, the orbit decomposition under the group
of all automorphisms can be determined quite explicitly; see [18],
where this is used to prove the following.

Theorem 2.3 ([18] 5.8). Let A be a discrete abelian group satis-
fying pnA = {0} 6= pn−1A, for some prime p. Then the following
hold.

1. We have ω (A) = ω
(⊕

k∈N Z(pk)
)
, where N ⊆ N is chosen

so that A ∼=
⊕

k∈N Z(pk)(dk) holds for some family (dk)k∈N
of non-zero cardinals.

2. The number ω (A) only depends on the set
{
k ∈ N | dk 6= 0

}
.

3. We have n+ 1 ≤ ω (A) ≤ 2n.
4. The value ω (A) = n + 1 is attained if, and only if,

A ∼= Z(pn)(c) for some nonzero cardinal c.
5. The inequality ω (A) 6= n+ 1 implies ω (A) ≥ 2n.
6. The value ω (A) = 2n is attained if, and only if,

A ∼= Z(pk)(c) ⊕ Z(pn)(d) for nonzero cardinals c, d, and k ∈
{1, n− 1}.

7. The value ω (A) = 2n is attained if, and only if,
A ∼=

⊕n
k=1 Z(pk)(ck) for some family (ck)nk=1 of nonzero car-

dinals ck.

We will transfer this result to the compact case in 8.4 below.
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The fact that any abelian torsion group A is the direct sum of
its p-components (which, of course, form characteristic subgroups)
allows to extend 2.3 to the case of bounded abelian groups:

Corollary 2.4. Let A be a discrete bounded abelian group, and let
Ap be the p-component of A. Then ω (A) =

∏
p∈P ω (Ap).

Examples 2.5 ([24] 2.9). If c is infinite then there are at least
n+ 1 different locally compact group topologies on Z(pn)c yielding
a topological group A with ω (A) = n+ 1. Among these, there are
the compact product topology, and the discrete one.

Examples 2.6 ([19] 3.5). Let p be a prime, and consider the com-
pact abelian group Zp of p-adic integers. For every cardinal num-
ber c, the (torsion-free) compact group (Zp)c can be embedded
into its divisible hull D(p, c). There is a unique group topology on
D(p, c) such that (Zp)c is embedded as an open subgroup. With
this topology, the group D(p, c) is locally compact, and satisfies
ω (D(p, c)) = 2.

Remarks 2.7. The group D(p, c) can be realized as the group of
all bounded functions from the set c to the metric space Qp.

If c is finite then D(p, c) coincides with (Qp)c (and is, there-
fore, isomorphic to its Pontryagin dual). However, if c is infinite,
then D(p, c) cannot be made a topological vector space (because
multiplication by p is not an open map; see [1] or [19] 3.8). The
Pontryagin dual of the group D(p, c) is not even divisible if c is
infinite, see [16]. Self-duality for torsion-free LCA groups has been
investigated in [28], and in [23].

Theorem 2.8 ([19] 4.5, 5.1, 6.4). Let A be a homogeneous LCA
group. Then either A is the additive group of a discrete vector space
over Q, or A is isomorphic to one of the groups Rn, D(p, c), and
Z(p)c×Z(p)(d), where n is a natural number, p is a prime, and c, d
are arbitrary cardinals.

Corollary 2.9 ([19] 5.2, 6.4).

1. A locally compact group A forms a topological vector space
(of finite dimension) over the reals if, and only if, it is ho-
mogeneous and connected.
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2. A nontrivial LCA group A forms a topological vector space
(of finite dimension) over a totally disconnected local field if,
and only if, it is homogeneous, totally disconnected, neither
compact nor discrete, and has countable weight.

Note that the topology of a topological vector space over a locally
compact (and thus completely valuated) field is unique; cf. [17] I.3.2
or [27] I §2, Th. 3.

3. Examples of Almost Homogeneous Groups

A group G is called almost homogeneous if ω (G) ≤ 3. There
are two important classes of locally compact almost homogeneous
groups; see 3.1 and 6.7.

Examples 3.1 ([13] 2.6, 2.7). Let F be a (commutative) field, and
assume that the cyclotomic polynomial Φq given by Φq(X) = Xq−1

X−1

has q− 1 different roots in F , and that Aut(F ) acts transitively on
the set of these roots. For any vector space V over F , define the
semidirect product ∆(q, V ) := Ωn V where Ω =

{
f ∈ F | f q = 1

}
acts on V by scalar multiplication. Then ω (∆(q, V ))= 3.

Finite examples of groups constructed as in 3.1 include the groups
Sym(3), Alt(4), and all dihedral groups Dp where p is a prime.
See 3.2 for the almost connected locally compact examples.

If V is a topological vector space over a topological field F then
∆(q, V ) is a topological group. However, confining ourselves to
topological automorphisms we may face a substantial increase in
the number of orbits. For instance, the field C of complex numbers
has only two continuous automorphisms. Thus ∆(5,C1) splits into
4 orbits under its group of topological automorphisms.

Proposition 3.2 ([24] 2.14). Let q be a prime, and let n be a
positive integer. For q > 2 and n even, we consider Rn as a vector
space of dimension n

2 over C.
1. For q ∈ {2, 3}, we have ω (∆(q,Rn)) = 3.
2. For q ≥ 3, we have ω (∆(q,Rn)) = q+3

2 .

Our result 2.8 applies to the groups ∆(q, V ): if such a group car-
ries a Hausdorff topology then its commutator subgroup d(∆) =
{1} × V is closed because this maximal subgroup is abelian while
∆(q, V ) is not. Since the quotient ∆/d(∆) is finite, the subgroup
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d(∆) is open. Now if (with the given topology!) we have
ω (∆(q, V )) = 3, then ω (V ) = 2, and V is known by 2.8.

Example 3.3. For each non-zero cardinal c, the group ∆(2,D(p, c))
is a topological group, satisfying ω (∆(2,D(p, c))) = 3. (Note that
D(p, c) is a vector space over Qp, although not a topological one if
c is infinite.)

Definition 3.4. An important class of nilpotent groups is formed
by the so-called Heisenberg groups, which are defined as follows:
Let F be some (commutative) field whose characteristic is different
from 2, let V and Z be vector spaces over F , and let β := 〈·, ·〉 : V ×
V → Z be a bilinear map. Assume that β is symplectic (that is,
〈v, w〉 = −〈w, v〉). Then

(v, x) · (w, y) :=
(
v + w, x+ y + 1

2〈v, w〉
)

defines a group multiplication on the set V × Z. We denote this
group by GH (V,Z, β).

In fact, [(v, x), (w, y)] := (0, 〈v, w〉) gives a Lie bracket on the
vector space V × Z; this defines a Lie algebra called gh (V,Z, β).
If F = R and gh (V,Z, β) has finite dimension then GH (V,Z, β)
is the corresponding simply connected group, modeled on V × Z
by Campbell–Hausdorff multiplication. Actually, the Campbell–
Hausdorff series on gh (V,Z, β) makes sense over any field (of char-
acteristic different from 2) because all commutators lie in the center
of gh (V,Z, β).

See [20] 2.1 or [8] for a discussion of automorphisms of Heisenberg
groups.

If F is a topological field and both V and Z have finite dimension
over F we endow V and Z with the product topologies. Then
β is continuous and GH (V,Z, β) is a topological group. If the
prime field (the smallest subfield) of F is dense in F then every
automorphism of the topological group GH (V,Z, β) is described
by F -linear maps. We will only consider this case in the sequel (if
all else fails, with the discrete topology on F ).

The real Heisenberg groups H with ω (H) ≤ 3 have been deter-
mined in [20], see 6.7 below. Embeddings between such groups are
studied in [21], [9], and in [8].

The space V ∧ V of skew-symmetric tensors provides a kind of
“universal” Heisenberg group:
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Examples 3.5 ([24] 2.17). Let F be a (commutative) topological
field, and let V be a vector space of finite dimension d over F .
Then H := GH (V, V ∧ V,∧) is a Heisenberg group with ω (H) ≤
2 + bd/2c, where bd/2c is the largest integer l with l ≤ d/2.

Equality holds if the prime field is dense in F .

Remark 3.6. If H = GH (V,Z, β) is a Heisenberg group, the com-
mutator subgroup d(H) equals {0}×C, where C ≤ Z is additively
generated by (V × V )β . For C = Z we obtain H as a quotient of
the group GH (V, V ∧ V,∧) discussed in 3.5.

In order to get hold of the general situation, we consider the
vector subspace R :=

{
v ∈ V

∣∣ ∀w ∈ V : (v, w)β = 0
}

. Picking vec-
tor space complements S for R in V and K for C in Z, one gets
H = R×GH (S,C, β)×K.

See [24] 2.16 for easy examples of Heisenberg groups H with
ω (H) = 4 or ω (H) = 5. A Heisenberg group H with ω (H) = 2ℵ0

is constructed in [8]:

Definitions 3.7. Let V = (R2)3 and Z = R
2. Consider the sym-

plectic map

β : V × V → Z(
(v0, v1, v2), (w0, w1, w2)

)
7→ (det ( v0

w0 ) + det ( v2
w2 ) ,det ( v1

w1 ) + det ( v2
w2 )) ,

and let JH := GH (V,Z, β) be the corresponding Heisenberg group.

Let I =
(

1 0
0 1

)
and E :=

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

We obtain two linear representations ϕ and ψ of the symmetric
group Sym(3) by homomorphic extension: we stipulate that the
transpositions (01) and (02) are mapped to

(01)ϕ :=
(

0 1
1 0

)
and (02)ϕ :=

(
−1 −1
0 1

)

or (01)ψ :=

0 I 0
I 0 0
0 0 I

 and (02)ψ :=

0 0 E
0 I 0
E 0 0

, respectively.

For each permutation π ∈ Sym(3), every choice of matrices Bj ∈
R

2×2 with detB0 = detB1 = detB2 =: d, and each R-linear map
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τ : V → Z, we define a map

Ψπ,τ,B0,B1,B2 : JH → JH

(v, z) =
(
(v0, v1, v2), z

)
7→

(
(v0B0, v1B1, v2B2)πψ, vτ + dzπϕ

)
.

Proposition 3.8 ([8] 3.3). The automorphisms of the Heisenberg
group JH are exactly the maps of the form Ψπ,τ,B0,B1,B2, as consid-
ered in 3.7.

Proof. Multiplicativity of the determinant together with the con-
dition detB0 = detB1 = detB2 = d yields that Ψid,τ,B0,B1,B2 is
an automorphism of JH . Another simple computation gives that
Ψπ,0,I,I,I is an automorphism whenever π is one of the transposi-
tions (01) or (02). Combining these generators, we see that each
Ψπ,τ,B0,B1,B2 , as in 3.7, belongs to Aut(JH).

The more interesting part is to give a reason why these maps form
all of Aut(JH). In order to see this, we make a general remark first
(cf. [20] 2.1, or use 3.5 and the universal property of V ∧ V ): if
H := GH (V,Z, γ) is a Heisenberg group such that the image of
V ×V under γ additively generates Z then every automorphism of
H is of the form ασ,ρ :=

(
(v, z) 7→ (vσ, vτ + zρ)

)
, where σ : V →

V and ρ : Z → Z are continuous additive bijections such that
(σ × σ)β = βρ, and τ : V → Z is an arbitrary continuous additive
map. If V and Z are vector groups, these maps are R-linear.

Adapting by multiplication with Ψid,τ,I,I,I for a suitable linear
map τ , we reduce the determination of Aut(JH) to automorphisms
ασ,ρ.

For v ∈ V , we consider Cv :=
{
w ∈ V

∣∣ (v, w)β = 0
}

. Putting
V0 := R

2×{0}×{0}, V1 := {0}×R2×{0}, and V2 := {0}×{0}×R2

we observe that the elements of the set D := V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V2 have a
special property: one checks easily that D =

{
v ∈ V | dimCv ≥ 5

}
.

Now σ ∈ GL (V ) leaves D invariant only if there is π ∈ Sym(3) such
that σ′ := σπψ leaves each of the subspaces Vj invariant. With
ρ′ := ρπϕ we obtain ασ′,ρ′ = ασ,ρΨπ,0,I,I,I ∈ Aut(JH). Let Bj de-
note the matrix describing the restriction of σ′ to Vj . Evaluating
(σ′ × σ′)β for specially chosen pairs from Cj × Ck, one easily de-
rives the condition detB0 = detB1 = detB2, and obtains zρ′ =
detB0 · z. This means that ασ,ρ = Ψπ−1,0,B0,B1,B2

, and the proof is
complete. �

Corollary 3.9. We have ω (JH) = 2ℵ0.
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Proof. On the projective line PZ :=
{
Rz | z ∈ Z r {0}

}
, the group

Aut(JH) induces a finite group isomorphic to Sym(3). Thus Aut(JH)
acts with 2ℵ0 orbits on PZ, and, a fortiori, with 2ℵ0 orbits on Z
and on JH . �

4. Characterizations of Finite Simple Groups

The alternating group Alt(5) satisfies ω (Alt(5)) = 4; in fact,
the two conjugacy classes of elements of order 5 are fused under
conjugation by the symmetric group Sym(5). It turns out that the
group Alt(5) is characterized by this property among the compact,
non-solvable groups [24] 4.9. The proof of that result consists in a
reduction to the following:

Theorem 4.1 ([24] 2.3). Every finite non-abelian simple group G
satisfying ω (G) ≤ 4 is isomorphic to Alt(5).

The isomorphisms Alt(5) ∼= PSL (2, 4) ∼= PSL (2, 5) allow to in-
clude the smallest simple group in the list of groups PSL (2, f),
where f ranges over the prime powers. For the members of this
list, the values of our invariant ω have been determined in [12], by
a recursive formula. For each positive integer k and each nonempty
set M of divisors of k, define Tk,M = gcdt∈M

k
t . The set of prime

divisors of k is denoted π(k). Moreover, we set

H(p, k) :=


0 if k is odd,
p
k
2 − 1 if k is a power of 2,

p
k
2 +

∑
∅6=M⊆π(k)r{2}

(−1)|M |p
Tk,M

2 otherwise.

Proposition 4.2 ([12] 2.5). Let p be an odd prime, and let k > 1
be an integer.

1. ω (PSL (2, 2)) = ω (Sym(3)) = 3.

2. ω (PSL (2, p)) =
p+ 3

2
.

3. ω
(
PSL

(
2, 2k

))
=ω

(
SL
(
2, 2k

))
=

=
2k

k
+

∑
∅6=M⊆π(k)

(−1)|M |
(

2Tk,M

k
−ω

(
SL
(
2, 2Tk,M

)))
.

4. ω
(
PSL

(
2, pk

))
=

=
pk +H(p, k)

2k
+

∑
∅6=M⊆π(k)

(−1)|M |
(
pTk,M

2k
− ω

(
PSL

(
2, pTk,M

)))
.
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In order to prove 4.5 below, we are going to use deep results
from the theory of finite simple groups. The proof of the following
theorem uses the classification of finite simple groups:

Theorem 4.3 ([29] 3.1). Let G be a finite simple non-abelian group,
and assume that elements of G belong to the same orbit under
Aut(G) if they have the same order. Then G is isomorphic to one of
the groups PSL (2, 5), PSL (2, 7), PSL (2, 8), PSL (2, 9), PSL (3, 4).

The investigation of groups with few orbits quite naturally leads
to CN-groups in the sense of M. Suzuki [25]: that is, groups where
each non-trivial element has nilpotent centralizer.

Theorem 4.4 ([25], [26]). Let G be a non-solvable CN-group.
Then G is isomorphic to one of the groups Sz

(
22m+1

)
, PSL (2, 2n),

PSL (2, p), PSL (2, 9), or PSL (3, 4), where m ≥ 1, n ≥ 2, and p is
a Fermat or a Mersenne prime.

Here Sz (q) denotes the Suzuki group satisfying ω (Sz (q)) =
ω (PSL (2, q)) + 2, cf. [12] 3.4.

Theorem 4.5 ([22]). A finite non-abelian simple group G
satisfies ω (G) ≤ 5 exactly if G is isomorphic to PSL (2, f) with
f ∈ {4, 5, 7, 8, 9}.

Proof. After 4.1, we may concentrate on the case ω (G) = 5; recall
the isomorphisms PSL (2, 4) ∼= PSL (2, 5) ∼= Alt(5).

According to Burnside’s pαqβ-Theorem (cp. [5] 4.3.3), the order
of G has at least 3 prime divisors; say t, p, q, where t is chosen
minimally. Picking elements of order 1, t, p, and q, respectively, we
obtain representatives for four of the five orbits. The elements in
the remaining orbit all have the same order r.

If r is not contained in {t, p, q} then Zhang’s result 4.3 applies,
giving

G ∈ {PSL (2, 7) ,PSL (2, 8) ,PSL (2, 9) ,PSL (3, 4)}.
Kohl’s formula 4.2 yields ω (PSL (2, 7)) = ω (PSL (2, 8)) =

ω (PSL (2, 9)) = 5. The group PSL (3, 4) has order 26 · 32 · 5 · 7,
and contains elements of order 4. This1 gives ω (PSL (3, 4)) ≥ 6.

1In fact, the GAP [4] command:

Length(Orbits(AutomorphismGroup(PSL(3,4)), PSL(3,4));

computes ω (PSL (3, 4)) = 6).
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It remains to discuss the cases where r ∈ {t, p, q}. Then every
element ofGr{1} has prime order, andG is a CN-group. The group
PSL (3, 4) has already been discussed above, and Kohl’s formula 4.2
excludes all the remaining groups in 4.4, except for PSL (2, f) with
f ∈ {4, 5, 7, 8, 9}. �

Remark 4.6. In [22], the result given in 4.5 is proved by arguments
that use less deep results. In particular, the classification of finite
simple groups is avoided, and ω (PSL (2, f)) is directly determined
for f ∈ {4, 5, 7, 8, 9}.

5. Compact Groups

Theorem 5.1 ([24] 4.2, 4.3). Let G be a topological group. If G
contains a nontrivial compact connected subgroup C then ω (G) ≥
2ℵ0. Consequently, every compact group K with ω (K) < 2ℵ0 is
totally disconnected.

Compact totally disconnected groups are pro-finite: they contain
lots of open normal subgroups, and are embedded in products of
finite groups.

Combining 1.6 with 1.7, it is possible to determine ω (P ) for each
cartesian product P of non-abelian simple groups. Such products
occur in the context of compact groups:

Proposition 5.2 ([24] 4.7). Let K be a compact group, and
consider the set S of open maximal normal subgroups of K with
non-abelian quotient. Then K/

⋂
S is isomorphic to the product

XN∈S K/N .

Theorem 5.3 ([24] 4.6). Let K be compact with ω (K) < ℵ0.
1. The group K has finite exponent.
2. There is an open normal subgroup N of K such that K is

isomorphic to a subgroup of some suitable power (K/N)c.
3. If |pord (K) | = 1 then K is nilpotent.
4. If |pord (K) | = 2 then K is solvable.

Theorem 5.4 ([24] 4.8). Let K be a compact group. If ω (K) < ℵ0

then K is the extension of an open solvable totally disconnected
characteristic subgroup by a finite quotient.

As an application of 5.4, we obtain the following.
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Theorem 5.5 ([24] 4.9). Let K be a compact group.

1. If ω (K) ≤ 2 then there are a prime p and a cardinal num-
ber c such that K is isomorphic to Z(p)c (with the product
topology).

2. If ω (K) = 3 then K is solvable, and exactly one of the
following cases occurs:
a. The exponent of K has more than one prime divisor. In

this case K is isomorphic to ∆(q, F d), where F is the
field obtained by adjoining a primitive q-th root of unity
to Fp, for a suitable pair (p, q) of primes; see 3.1.
The commutator group of K is isomorphic to Z(p)c, for
some cardinal number c.

b. The group K has exponent p2 for some prime p. Then
K is abelian, unless p = 2.
If K is abelian then K ∼= Z(p2)d holds for some cardinal
number d.

c. The group K has exponent p, where p is an odd prime.
In this case, we have that K is a Heisenberg group
GH (V,Z, β); see 3.4. There are cardinal numbers c and
d such that Z ∼= Z(p)c and V ∼= Z(p)d, and the symplec-
tic map β is continuous.

3. If ω (K) = 4 then either K is solvable or K is isomorphic
to Alt(5).

Regarding the situation in 5.5.2b, we remark that there do exist
non-abelian groups of exponent 4 that are almost homogeneous.
Among these, there are the quaternion group (of order 8) and the
Suzuki 2-groups, see [13] Section 5. At present, there seems to be
little hope for a complete classification of these groups even in the
finite case.

6. Connected Groups

The situation for locally compact connected groups turns out to
be entirely different from the compact case.

From 5.1 we know that a connected locally compact group H
satisfying ω (H) < 2ℵ0 cannot contain any non-trivial compact sub-
group. The solution of Hilbert’s Fifth Problem (see [14] Chap. IV)
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now yields that H is a Lie group. Considering the adjoint repre-
sentation, one shows that H has non-trivial center. This yields the
following:

Theorem 6.1 ([24] 4.4). Let H be a locally compact group. If
ω (H) < 2ℵ0 then the connected component H1 of H is a nilpotent,
simply connected Lie group.

Remark 6.2. With arguments similar to those used in the proof
of 6.1, S.G. Dani [2] shows: If G is a locally compact connected
group of finite dimension such that Aut(G) has a dense orbit then
G is nilpotent.

Theorem 6.3. Let G be a locally compact group, and assume that
Aut(G) is σ-compact. Then ω (G) ≤ ℵ0 implies that Aut(G) has
an open orbit. In particular, this applies whenever G is connected.

Proof. Pick a set R of representatives for the orbits under A :=
Aut(G), and let (Cn)n∈N be a sequence of compact subsets of A
such that A =

⋃
n∈NCn. Then G =

⋃
r∈R

⋃
n∈N r

Cn is a covering
of a locally compact space by countably many compact sets. As
locally compact spaces are not meager, this yields that one of the
sets rCn has nonempty interior, and we obtain that the orbit rA is
open.

If G is locally compact connected then ω (G) ≤ ℵ0 implies that
G is a simply connected Lie group, and its automorphism group is
a closed subgroup of the group GL (g) of all linear bijections of the
vector space underlying the Lie algebra g of G. This implies that
Aut(G) is σ-compact. �

Example 6.4. Let D be a discrete countable group. Then D ×
R is a non-discrete, locally compact group with ω (D × R) ≤ ℵ0.
Putting D = Q/Z one sees that equality is possible.

While it is quite simple to construct Heisenberg groups H such
that ω (H) is finite, but arbitrarily large, I do not know any example
of a locally compact connected group whose automorphism group
has exactly ℵ0 orbits. See Problem 9.2.

Remarks 6.5.
1. The converse of 6.3 is not true, in general: the automor-

phism group Aut(JH) of the nilpotent, simply connected
Lie group JH constructed in 3.7 has an open orbit, namely
(R2

r {0})3 × Z, cf. 3.8. However, there are uncountably
many orbits under Aut(JH).
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2. There does exist a step 3 nilpotent Lie group whose auto-
morphism group has no open orbit, see [2] 3.1.

From 1.3 one infers that ω (H) − 1 is an upper bound for the
nilpotency class of H. As the automorphisms of a nilpotent Lie
algebra l can be translated to the simply connected Lie group cor-
responding to l via the exponential map, we have the following.

Corollary 6.6. If H is a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie
group with Lie algebra h then ω (H) = ω (h).

Every locally compact connected group H with ω (H) ≤ 3 is a
Heisenberg group; these have been studied in [20] and in [21]. We
quote the main result from [20]:

Theorem 6.7. Let H be a locally compact connected group.
1. If ω (H) ≤ 2 then H is isomorphic to Rn, for some natural

number n.
2. If ω (H) = 3 then H is a Heisenberg group, and the pair of

dimensions (dim(H/H ′),dimH ′) belongs to the set{
(2n, 1) | n ≥ 1

}
∪
{

(4n, 2) | n ≥ 1
}
∪

{
(4n, 3) | n ≥ 1

}
∪
{

(3, 3), (6, 6), (7, 7), (8, 5), (8, 6), (8, 7)
}
.

3. If ω (H)≤3 then the pair (dim(H/H ′),dimH ′) determines H,
up to isomorphism.

Proposition 6.8 ([8] 3.9). Let H := GH (V,Z, β) be a Heisenberg
group, endowed with a group topology such that ω (H) = 3. Then
ω (Hn) = 2n+ 1.

7. Almost Homogeneous Groups

A group G is called almost homogeneous if ω (G) ≤ 3. Discrete
almost homogeneous groups were studied in [13]. Turning to LCA
groups, we have to consider the additional characteristic subgroup
Comp (G) obtained as the union of all compact subgroups of G,
see [6] 9.10. If G is totally disconnected then Comp (G) is open,
compare [6] 24.18.

Theorem 7.1 ([24] 6.1). Let G be an LCA group with ω (G) = 3.
Then one of the following cases occurs:

1. G ∼= R
n ×D, where D is a discrete nontrivial vector space

over Q.
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2. G ∼= D(p, d)×D, where p is a prime, d is a nonzero cardinal,
and D is a discrete nontrivial vector space over Q.

3. G is the additive group of a nontrivial free module over
Z(p2), with a suitable topology; compare 2.5.

Note that we have ignored the homogeneous abelian groups in 7.1;
these groups are described in 2.8. The groups D(p, d) are introduced
in 2.6.

In the non-abelian case, we need additional topological assump-
tions. The locally compact connected almost homogeneous groups
have been described in 6.7: these groups are certain Heisenberg
groups over the real numbers.

Totally disconnected examples of almost homogeneous groups are
provided by suitable Heisenberg groups over totally disconnected
fields, the groups ∆(q, V ) described in 3.1, and certain compact 2-
groups (see 5.5). Without additional hypotheses (like compactness
or solvability) it seems quite hard to obtain detailed information
on the structure of (almost) homogeneous groups in general. Mon-
strous examples exist even in the case ω (G) = 2, as constructions of
certain infinite simple groups by G. Higman–B. Neumann–H. Neu-
mann [7] and A.Yu. Ol’shanskĭı [15] show. While it is quite clear
that none of these (countable!) examples carries a nontrivial locally
compact group topology, I do not know of any nontrivial group
topology at all. See Problems 9.6 and 9.7.

Some more information can be obtained in the intermediate case,
where the group is neither connected nor totally disconnected. Then
the center Z and the commutator subgroup C := d(G) both be-
long to the set

{
G,G1, {1}

}
, see [24] 6.2. It remains to study the

different possibilities for Z,C ∈
{
G,G1, {1}

}
.

Theorem 7.2 ([24] 6.6). Let G be a locally compact group with
ω (G) = 3.

1. If G is connected then G is one of the almost homogeneous
Heisenberg groups, as determined in [20], compare 6.7.

2. If the connected component G1 is a proper nontrivial sub-
group of G then one of the following, mutually exclusive
cases occurs.
C = {1}: Then G = Z is abelian, and there exist a positive

integer n and a discrete vector space D over Q such that G ∼=
R
n ×D.
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(C,Z) = (G1, {1}): Then G ∼= ∆(q,Fn), where n is a positive
integer, and the pair (q,F) belongs to {(2,R), (3,C)}. These
groups are not nilpotent.

(C,Z) = (G1, G1): Then G/G1 is a discrete vector space over
Q, and G is nilpotent.

(C,Z) = (G,G1): In this case, the group G/G1 is torsion-free.

Examples of type (C,Z) = (G1, G1) are provided by almost ho-
mogeneous Heisenberg groups (see 6.7). One has to replace the
ordinary (connected) topology by the group topology that is de-
fined by requiring that the center is embedded (with its original
topology) as an open subgroup. See Problem 9.5.

8. Abelian Groups

Theorem 8.1 ([24] 7.8). Let A be an LCA group with ω (A) < ℵ0.
Then there are a nonnegative integer n and a cardinal d such that
A is isomorphic to Rn × Q(d) × Comp (A). More precisely, the
following hold.

1. The connected component A0 is a vector group.
2. There is a closed subgroup B such that A = A0 ⊕B.
3. The torsion subgroup Tor (A) is a bounded closed subgroup

of B.
4. We have Tor (A) = Tor (B) ≤ Comp (B) = Comp (A) ≤ B.
5. The quotient A/(A0 + Comp (A)) ∼= B/Comp (A) is a dis-

crete vector space over Q, and the extension B/Comp (A)
splits.

6. There are a finite set F of primes and a family (ep)p∈F of
cardinal numbers such that Comp (A)/Tor (A)∼=Xp∈FD(p, ep).
If F contains no prime divisor of the exponent of Tor (A)
then Tor (A) has a closed complement in Comp (A).

7. If A possesses a maximal compact subgroup M then M =
Comp (A) = Tor (A).

8. If A is compactly generated then Comp (A) = Tor (A) is a
maximal compact subgroup, and A = A0 ⊕ Tor (A).

Proposition 8.2 ([24] 8.3). Let (A, T ) be a topological abelian
group such that ω (A) is finite. Put m := ω (A) − 1, and assume
that A contains an element of order pm, for some integer p > 1.
Then the following hold.

1. The integer p is a prime.
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2. The set
{
pjA

∣∣ 0 ≤ j ≤ m
}

equals the set of all characteris-
tic subgroups of (A, T ). In particular, we have

pm−jA = pm−jA =
{
x ∈ A

∣∣ pjx = 0
}

for each integer j ∈ {0, . . . , ω (A)}.
3. The group A is a free Z(pm)-module.
4. If T is compact then the Pontryagin dual D := ̂(A, T ) is

a (discrete) free Z(pm)-module. Consequently, the group A
is isomorphic to Z(pm)d, where d is the dimension of D
over Z(pm).

Lemma 8.3. Let l,m be natural numbers, and let dl and dm be
cardinals. Consider elements x and y of Z(pm)dm and of Z(pl)dl,
respectively. There is a continuous homomorphism ϕ from Z(pm)dm
to Z(pl)dl mapping x to y if, and only if, we have ord (y) ≤ ord (x)
and ht(y) ≥ ht(x).

Proof. The inequalities ord (gϕ) ≤ ord (g) and ht(gϕ) ≥ ht(g) are
obvious for any group homomorphism ϕ. Assuming ord (y) ≤
ord (x) and ht(y) ≥ ht(x), we are now going to construct a con-
tinuous homomorphism.

By 2.5, the elements of order ord (x) form a single orbit un-
der Aut(Z(pm)dm), and those of order ord (y) form a single or-
bit under Aut(Z(pl)dl). Therefore, it is possible to pick elements
x̃ ∈ Z(pm)dm and ỹ ∈ Z(pl)dl with ord (x̃) = pm and ord (ỹ) = pl,
such that x = kmx̃ and y = klỹ. Here km = pm

ord(x) = pht(x) divides

pht(y) = pl

ord(y) = kl.
Let C be a closed subgroup of Z(pm)dm such that Z(pm)dm =

〈x̃〉 ⊕ C; again, we use 2.5 to secure the existence of C. Now the
projection modulo C from Z(pm)dm onto 〈x̃〉 ∼= Z(pm), followed by
the homomorphic extension of x̃ 7→ kl

km
ỹ, is a continuous homomor-

phism with the required properties. The assumption on the orders
is needed to secure that the extension is defined unambiguously. �

If m 6= l we obtain an automorphism of Z(pl)dl ×Z(pm)dm map-
ping the pair (al, am) to (al − aϕm, am). In particular, the elements
y+x and x belong to the same orbit under the group of all automor-
phisms of Z(pl)× Z(pm). For each N ⊆ N with m, l ∈ N and each
family (dk)k∈N of cardinals, the automorphism just described ex-
tends to an automorphism of Xk∈N Z(pk)dk . These automorphisms
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are just those that are used in [18] to recognize the orbits. As in 2.3,
we obtain that ω

(
Xk∈N Z(pk)dk

)
equals ω

(
Xk∈N Z(pk)

)
if dk 6= 0

holds for each k ∈ N . This yields the following:

Theorem 8.4. For each compact bounded abelian group A, we have
the equality ω (A) = ω (Â).

9. Open Problems

Problem 9.1. Determine all locally compact connected groups H
satisfying ω (H) ≤ 5. (Equivalently, one has to determine the nilpo-
tent real Lie algebras h with ω (h) ≤ 5; see 6.6.)

Problem 9.2. Does there exist a locally compact connected group
G such that ω (G) = ℵ0 ? (Recall that such a group would have to
be a nilpotent, simply connected Lie group.)

Problem 9.3. Does there exist an example of a real Heisenberg
group H with ω (H) = 2ℵ0 such that H has smaller dimension than
the example JH given in 3.7 ?

Problem 9.4. Is it possible to give a simple formula for ω (Hn)
in terms of ω (H), where H is an arbitrary Heisenberg group ?
(See 6.8 for the case where H is almost homogeneous.)

Problems 9.5. Does there exist a locally compact group G which
is not totally disconnected and satisfies (C,Z) = (G,G1) ? If such
groups exist, is it also possible to have ω (G) = 3 ?

Examples of homogeneous torsion-free simple groups have been
constructed in [7]. It is conceivable that a suitable modification of
this construction leads to examples of type (C,Z) = (G,G1).

Problems 9.6. G. Higman, B. Neumann and H. Neumann [7] have
constructed an infinite simple group GHNN containing exactly two
conjugacy classes.

1. Is there a nontrivial group topology on GHNN ?
2. Is there any embedding of GHNN into a locally compact (non-

discrete) group G ?
3. If such an embedding exists, is it possible to preserve

ω (GHNN) = 2 ?
4. Is it possible to find G in such a way that ω (G) = 2 ?
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Problems 9.7. A.Yu. Ol’shanskĭı and A.A. Ivanov [15] have proved
that, for every sufficiently large prime p (> 1075 say), there exists
a (necessarily simple) infinite group GOI such that every nontrivial
subgroup has order p, and that the elements of any fixed nontrivial
subgroup form a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes.

1. What are the orbits of Aut(GOI) ?
2. Is it possible to modify the construction of GOI such that

ω (GOI) = 2 ?
3. Is there a non-trivial group topology on GOI ?
4. Is it possible to embed GOI into a locally compact group G ?
5. Is it possible to embed GOI into a locally compact group G

such that ω (G) = 2 ?

Problems 9.8.
1. At present, the only examples of LCA groups C with C =

Comp (C) and ω (C) < ℵ0 that the author is aware of are
those of the form Xp∈F D(p, ep)× T , where F is a finite set
of primes, and T is a bounded LCA group.

Does Tor (A) always have a closed complement in Comp (A)
(irrespective of the fact whether FA contains any prime di-
visors of the exponent of Tor (A), cf. 8.1) ?

2. Clearly a group of the form A = R
n×Q(d)×Xp∈F D(p, dp)×T

satisfies ω (A) < ℵ0 if, and only if, we have ω (T ) < ℵ0. It
remains open whether each bounded LCA group has this
property. At least, we know from 2.5 that there are many
different topologies turning a given infinite bounded abelian
group into an LCA group T with ω (T ) <∞.

Problem 9.9. Determine the finite non-solvable groups G with
ω (G) ≤ 6.
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